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HEAVY QUARK PHYSICS AT HERA

Ahmed Ali
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A brief overview of the anticipated heavy quark physics at HERA is given. The topics discussed include heavy
quark photo- and leptoproduction cross sections at HERA calculated in the context of perturbative QCD, various
mechanisms of J/ 0-leptoproduction and their rates, determinationofthe gluondensity ofthe proton using open and
bound charmed hadrons, and rare DO-meson decays. Some selected aspects ofB-Physics at HERA are also discussed.

1. Introduction

Heavy quark physics at HERA has been stud-
ied at some length in the context of two HERA
workshops at DESY [1]-[6], and elsewhere [7]. In
the workshop proceedings published in 1988 [1]
a lot of emphasis was put on the potential of
HERA in the discovery of the top quark. In the
meanwhile, stringent lower bounds on mt from
the CDP collaboration giving mt > 91GeV [8]
and indirect estimates from the precision elec-
troweak data pitching mt in the range mt =
140±40 GeV [9] have pushed away the top fron-
tier . This statement can be quantified by noting
that at HERA (with Vs- = 314 GeV), the inclu-
sive top quark production cross section is esti-
mated to be o"(ep -+ tX) < 0.02 pb for mt > 100
GeV. In view of this we shall not entertaid, top
quark physics at HERA in this paper. Cross sec-
tions and top quark search strategies at the LEP
-I- LHC ep collider can be seen in [10] .
The cross sections o tep -+ QX) for Q = c, b at

HERA, using improved QCD perturbation the-
ory, have been estimated as [11,12]:

a,(ep --+ cX) = O(1 pb)

o,(ep --; bX) = 0(10 nb)
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The reliability of these estimates is discussed in
section 2.
With a luminosity of 100 pb-1/year, one ex-

pects an annual crop of 0(108) charmed hadrons
and 0(10'5) beauty hadrons at HERA. These
rates make HERA a powerful charm factory
(though, unfortunately, not a Tau-factory!), pro-
viding new and unique oppurtunities to test per-
turbative QCD, measure the structure functions
ofthe proton as well as ofthe photon, and search
for new physics beyond the standard model in
the flavour changing neutral current (PCNC)
sector. It has been argued in [4] that experiments
at HERA would provide an order of magnitude
improved sensitivity over the existing bounds for
a number of PCNC processes involving charmed
hadroras . This is discussed in section 3.

Concerning B physics, the inclusive b-cross
section in ep collisions at HERA is compara-
ble to that of LEP at the Z° resonance. At
both LEP and HERA B hadrons are produced
in the continuum, hence higher mass B-states,
such as Ab-baryons and B. and Be mesons,
can be detected and their properties studied.
While on B physics, we mention here the pos-
sibilty of using the HERA proton beam to do
a fixed target experiment. The cross section for



pA --o bX with the HERA proton energy is es-
timated to be 0(15) nb/nucleon, giving 0(109)
B hadrons/year with a high-A target, such as
Tungsten [13] . While a fixed target experimen-
tal facility provides an attractive addition to the
present research programme at HERA, we shall
concentrate here on B physics that could be
studied in ep collisions. We assume that an inte-
grated luminosity of O(I)fb-.1 will be accumu-
lated over a decade, making a number of FCNC
processes involving B hadron decays amenable
to experiments at HERA. These issues are taken
up in section 4.

2. Heavy Quark Production Cross sections at
HERA

Experiments at HERA will allow to measure
the proton structure functions, F2(o, (?`) and
FL(a,Q2) over awide range in (x, Q2) [14] . Stud-
ies of final states involving heavy quarks will al-
low to measure the charm and bottom quark
content of these structure functions. Estimates
based on next-to-leading order QCD calculations
are available is literature [15] . It is, however,
well known that the cross sections for ep --+ QX
for Q = c, b, are dominated by photoproduc-
tion processes, with the photon being almost real
(Q2 -- 0) . Hence we shall mainly concentrate on
the process

.y+9 --, Q+Q.

	

(2)

In the next to leading order in a� the following
processes also contribute

-f+g - Q+Q+g,

Y + q(4) --i, Q +Q+ 4(q) .
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In addition, one has also to include the so-called
resolved-photon processes

q+q - Q+Q,

9+g - Q+Q,

where one of the incoming partons (qlq or g)
originates from the proton and the other from
the photon . The parton densities in the photon,
veiy much like the parton densities in hadrons,
are described by Q2-dependent distribution func-
tions fs (x, Q2). In the case of electroproduction,
one needs additionally the probability functions
f;: (x, Q2) of finding a parton i with fractional
momentum x in the electroai These can be ob-
tained by convoluting the Vileizsäcker-Williams
(WW) function fey(o) with. the corresponding
partonic densities f; (x, Q2); for which there are
several parametrizations available [16,1?]. A sep-
aration of the direct and resolved-photon com-
ponents is possible if one uses the topology of
the heavy quark events . One of the first goals of
HERA experiments indeed is to measure these
densities. We summarize here attempts to deter-
mine the gluon density of the proton G(x, Q2) .

A comparable effort for the determination of the
parton densities of the photon in the context of
heavy quark production at HERA is desirable
and should be carried out.
Heavy quark cross sections at HERA depend,

apart from the input partoaic densities, also
upon the usual QCD-specific parameters such
as the quark mass, mq, the QCD scale A., and
the mass factorization scale, p. Using the values
A,(nf = 4) = 260 ± 100 MeV, the subtrac-
tion scale p. in the range Mb/2 < it < 2mb, the
I quark in the mass range 4.5 GeV < Mb <
5.0 GeV, and the Eichtea, et al . parametriza-
tion of the structure functions of the proton [18],
one gets a(ep -+ bbX) = (6.0 ± 1 .1)nb at Vs- =
314 GeV [11] . The contribution of the hadronic



component ofthe photon (the so-called resolved-
photon contribution) to the bottom quark cross
section has been estimated to be less than 30 %
at HERA energies [11,19], using the photon den-
sities from [16] . The corresponding cross section
for the electroproduction of charmed quarks is
predicted to be c(ep --+ ccX) = (0.68±G;Is)pb
at HERA for m, = 1 .5 GeV [11] . The param-
eters used in this evaluation adequately explain
the charm photoproduction cross section and dif-
ferential distributions in lower energy fixed tar-
get experiments. It remains an interesting and
open question if the same perturbative QCD
framework also describes quantitatively the char-
acteristics of heavy quark electroproduction at
HERA.
The order (aa;) calculations for the photouro-

duction of heavy quarks by Ellis and Nason[11]
have been checked recently by Smith and van
Neerven [12] . The results for the cross section
cr(ep --+ eb&X) at HERA (V.-9 = 314 GeV) in the
DIS and M:5 renormalization schemes, assuming
Mb = 4.75 GeV and A(nf = 4) = 0.212 GeV,
from this investigation are [12] :

Q(ep --, b + b + X)(O(a»

	

= 4.~n±eb :24 nb

c(ep -+ b + b + X)(O(a2 ); DIS) = 7.13±ôs4 nb

c(ep -+ b

	

+X)(O(a2);1VIS = 6.59±ô:47 nb

(5)

where the central values correspond to the fac-
torization scale set equal to is = mb, and the
upper and lower numbers represent the shift in
o,(ep -+ b -l- b -l- X) if one sets tt = mb/2 and
= 2mb, respectively.
The cross sections quoted above have been ob-

tained in the next-to-leading order pertrbative
QCD and they should be quite adequate at, not-
too-high energies, s > M2 » A2, where M is
the generic heavy quark mass. It is, however,
known that at high energies (multiple) gluon
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exchanges give rise to large factors 10p (with
p - 4M2/a) in the cross sections of interest. In
the limit p -" 0, the leading logarithms can be
summed to all orders by using the transverse-
momentum factorisation of the short and long-
distance physics (i .e. the hard-vertex and the
structure function terms) (20-22]:

4M2,7-fg (P~ M2 ; Qo) =

d2kl

	

1
dz

Z& (P/z ' ki/Mr) y

	

kl ~Qâ)o z

where c is the cross section for 7 + .9(k) °-
QQ involving an offshell gluon. The function
.'F (z, kl, Q2) is defined as the (unintegrated)
structure function of a gluon with longitudinal
fractional momentum z, and transverse momen-
tum kl, at the scale Q2. The usual gluon struc-
ture function follows after the k.L-integration

m a

G(z, M2~ Q2) _

	

d2kl.F(z, kl, Q2)

	

(6)Jo
The resummed results for the photo- and lepto-
production of heavy quarks are being discussed
by Hautmann in these proceedings [23] . We note
here that the cross sectiom in this approach de-
pend essentially on the so-caged FKb anomalous
dimensions [24], which are energy-dependent. As
s --+ oo, the anomalous dimension y asymptotes
to its maximum value y = 1/2, giving

4M20"7s(P' M
Z ; Q') - h(1/2) = 27w2h(0)

	

(7)G(M2, Q2)

	

56

which is a factor (- 5) larger than the lowest
order result obtained by neglecting the resum-
mation effects, h(0),

h(0) = 29 aa,eq .

Fixed-order perturbation theory results can be
matched with the k1 factorization (resummed)
ones for large p; at very high energies (p --+ 0),
however, fixed order theory underestimates the
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ed (G) and .)ne-loop (0)) coefficient
functions ior bottom quark electroproduction as func-
tions of ln(1/p), assuming rr',b = S GeV and A = 260
MeV (from ref: [3]) .

heavy quark production cross section. This is
shown in Rig. 1 in terms of the coefficient func-
tions C (resummed) andC(1) (one-loop) entering
the denuit na ofthe cross section e;$(p, M2 ; Q2)
[3] . The rise of C with increasing 1/p (hence en-
ergy) reflects, in essence, the rise of the RKL
anomalous dimension [24], leading to the result
in Eq. (7). The actual enhancement in the charm
and bottom quark cross sections due to resum-
mation is expected to be rather modest at HERA
energies . Catani et al . [3] estimate that the to-
tal cross section fo,7 b-quark production at HERA
will he 0(20%) larger than predicted by the one-
loop calculations [11,12]. Very similar conclu-
sions have been reached in the detailed Monte
Carlo simulation by Webber [25], based or, simi-
lar considerations.

3. Charm Physics at HERA

Apart from providing quantitative tests of
parturbative QCD through the production pro-
.̀etses, charm physics at HERA also offers the
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following possibilities:
- Determination oâ the gluon density through
the process ep -a ecEX, which is dominated by
the fusion process 7+ g -~ c+&
- An understanding of the dynamics of lepto-
production of heavy quark bound states, lead-
ing eventually to a determination of the gluon
density through J/,r-production in the process
ep --+ J/OX.
- Search for the rare decays of charmed mesons.
We summarize the main conclusions of a recent
HERA study concerning these points [4-6].

3.1 . Determination of the gluon density using
charmed hadron events at HERA

The determination of the gluon density mom
(open) charmed hadron events at HERA (cp -+
eccX) has been studied by Woudenberg et al .
[5] by using the traditional methods for charmed
hadron tagging, namely D't reconstruction from
the process D*I -+ De'r :~ -~ l~~a f)1rt, and
inclusive dileptons from the decays cc -" 1+VX.
The inclusive cross section for D°I events, tak-
ing into account detector simulation and trigger
efficiency, has been estimated to be 0(101 pb)
giving O(IOr") reconstructed D°}/100 pb-1 at
HERA. The cross section for the process -,? -;
ccX -* e+e-X, with a beam pipe cut of0.1 tad.
and the transverse momentum of the prompt
(decay) electron satisfying p.L(e*) > 0.8 GeV,
is estimated to be 0(60 pb) giving 6 x 10$ dielec-
trorts/ Î1rO pb-1 from cc -i e+e-X events ; sum-
ming over both electrons and muons one gets a
factor 4 higher cross-section.
We now describe the reconstruction technique

for the variable a., the fractional momentum car-
ried by the gluon. Writing the moments of the
particles explicitly for the process of interest

e(t) + p(p) --p e(,e) + c(pe) + X(px)

	

(9)
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with i = M,2L, = My9. To a good approximation,
one could equate

â =
1~1 + rn~2

z(1 - z) (12)

where pl - p l.(D') and

	

With
this method zg can be determined at HERA in
the range 5 x 10-4 < Zg < 10' 1. Alternatively,
one could estimate zg using the rapidity ycc of
the partonic system, giving (since Qa - 0)

yEe ..xg =

	

exp(29cc)

	

(13)
EP

This method, according to the analysis in [5), can
be used to determine zg in the range 6 x 10-4 <
peg < 10 -1 . For the inclusive dilepton events, the
reconstruction -)f y(cc) can be well approximated
by the rapidity of the lepton pair . In this way, z.-
values in the range 3 x 10-4 < Xg < 3 x 10- - can
be measured .
Having constructed the variable zg, ..)ne could

study the dependence of the charm crow section
on ag to measure the gluon density G(zg) in
the proton at HERA, providing a much more
direct and theoretically dependable extraction
of this function . For the time being, one could
show the sensitivity of the cross section on cur-
rently available parametrizations . To illustrate
this, one would be able to distinguish the gluon
densities due to Morfin and Tang (sets B1 and
B2) [26] with a rather modest HERA luminos-
ity. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the product
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ag
Fig. 2. The gluon density agG(as) reconstructed from
the Monte Carlo simulation of the process ep -. D°+X
at HERA, using the Morfin-Tang parametrisations. The
statistical error corresponds to an integrated luminosity
of6 pb-1 . (from reE [5] .

mgG(zg), reconstructed from the inclusive pro-
duction ep -+ D'+X at HERA, is shown as a
function of mg. The error bars indicated corre-
spond to the statistical error in a Monte Carlo
simulation assuming an integrated luminosity of
6 pb- i. However, a detailed analysis will be nec-
essary to reduce the uncertainty due to the par-
tonic structure function of the photon since the
resolved photon contribution to c(ep --; c .i- X)
is both model dependent and large at HERA. In
view of the pct that no bound state wave func-
tion is required to determine the cross section (as
opposed to the J/V) leptoproduction discussed
below), and the underlying QCD framework in
the next-to-leading order (NLO) is at hand, final
states having charmed hw!zons are well suited to
measure the gluon density at HERA.

8.2 . Determination of gluon density using J10
productic-n at HERA

HERA collisions are expected to produce J/0
copiously. We denote the generic process as:

the usual DIS kinematic variables are defined as,

2
-

2 (10)

where q _ Z-11 is the four-momentum ofthe ex-
âv 10

changed photon. In the case of D°-tag, the vari- aH
able xg can be determined using the relation 5



e(f) + p(p) --~ e() + J1O(pr1#) + X(pr ).	(14)

the

	

approximation ep cross sections are
obtained from the corresponding Yp cross sec-
tions by the usual convolution of ;e (y, Q2) with
0.7®P( 2

eep(s) --

d°'

	

dQz
{ [1 + (1 -

y)2] Gy®p(W2'
Q2)}

2x j

	

y

with the Q2 integration limits being

QZ
< y8 - W2,.

'e

1-y

and W2 - s.yp - (q + p)2 . Concentrating on the
photoproduction of J/0, the following processes
have been studied in the context of HERA by
Jung et al. [6]:

(i) Elastic J/0 production: y+p -+ J1 ,O +p.
(ii) Difiractive inelastic J1,O production:

'Y+p-+(J/O+X)+ p.
(iii) Difactive dissociation :

Y+ p --, J/,OIdiff. +X.
(iv) Inelastic Jl0 production:

Y+p-+J/7P+ X.
(v) Direct J1 ,O production in the resolved-

photon processes:
g+g-+J/ip+g; and
g+g-+J/0+-f.

(vi) J/-r0 via X-production in the resolved-
photon proceves:

g+ g

	

--+ X0,2

{g+g,q+ql -° X(-+Jlik+Y)+g

g+q

	

-'" X(-JO-fY)+q

(vii) J/ik-production via -yY collision :
'Y + °Y -* XO,2 --* J%3 «~ + Y

(viii) J/e-production via b-production :
Y+g-+bb®+J/0+X .

(ix) J/V, in double charm pair production :
(Y: g) + g --® Jl

	

+ci.
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(15)

It is obvious from the outset that a satisfactory
description of the processes listed above requires
detailed model building . Also, concerning QCD
tests and determination of the gluon density, it
should be stressed that the NLO corrections in
the electroproduction of (J/0) have yet to be cal-
culated ; in view ofthese remarks it is difficult to
be quantitatively predictive about J/0 physics
at HERA. We summarize the rates from what-
ever is known. theoretically and experimentally
and then take up the point of a9-determination
from J/,O-producion at HERA.
The dominant contribution to J/0-production

is throuah the inelastic process y+p--+ Jl0+X
(reaction (iv) listed above) . In the Colour-Singlet
(CS) model [27,28], Yg-fusioyt leads to a colour-
singlet state

Y+g-J/0+g.

	

(16)

A comparison of the CS model predictions com-
pared with data from fixed target experiments
(FTPS [29], NA14 [30], EMC [31], and NMC
[32]) in the differential distribution dc/dz (here
z is the scaled J/,O-energy, z - E.YIO /E.y ) .re-
veals that the shapes are well accounted for by
the model only for z < 0.8 . However, a K-factor
between 1.8 [29] and4.9 [32] is needed to explain
the rates, if one uses the lowcsi, order J/jb-decay
width r� [6]. Using instead the QCD corrected
width rir, the respective K-factors are decreased
by a factor - 2. There are several mechanisms
available. in the above list that contribute to the
large-z region. In the same context, it has also
been argued in [33] that the shape daldz from
the CS model is sensitive to the relativistic cor-
redions, which are significant and enhance the
large-z part of the distribution . It remains an
interesting and open question to quantitatively
understand the fixed target _results on J1 ,O pro-
duction. Experiments at HERA will also pro-
vide important input here. With the parameters
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me = 1.5 GeV, K = 2.8 and the Morfin-Tong
parametrization (set B1) [26], the inelastic cross
section for ep -+ J1 ,O -I- X at HERA is estimated
to be 8.5 nb in the CS model.

Taking up now the elastic J1 ,O production
tip -+ J/0p, it is usually assumed that its cross
section is , determined by the single-pomeron ex-
change in the Regge picture. This involves the
proton-pomeron-proton (p-IP-p) vertex, which
can be taken from analogous studies in proton-
proton collisions [34-36], as well as, the photon-
pomeron-J/r (.y-IP-J/r) vertex, which is less
well known and hence more model dependent.
In the vector meson dominance (VMD) model
the vertex ,y-IP-J/,O is related to the nadronic
vertex J/0-IP-Jlr, which in turn can be re-
lated to the proton form factor [34) . Normal-
izing this model by the elastic a/ Th cross sec-
tion measured by the h'TPS collaboration [29]
and using an energy dependent pomeron density,
gives a cross section o,(ep -+ eJ/rp) = 4.5 nb
at HERA [6] . An alternative approach is to de-
termine the y-IP-J/r vertex by modelling it on
open cc production instead of VMD [33], Giving
a(ep -* eJ/rp) = 2.2 nb at HERA energy.

For the difractive dissociation process 7+p -;
J/01diff. + X, one could generalize the single-
pomeron exchange anodel for the elastic y+p -+
J1,O -I- p scattering by replacing the elastic fore.
factor of the proton by a suitable integral over
the inelastic struct -4re function of the proton F2,
a parametrization of which is given in ref. [34] .
This model predicts a(`Yp -~ J/rldiff. + X) =
2.6 nb, compared to the FTPS data for the
diffractive dissociation, c(7p -* J/r1diff. + X) =
(4.4 f 0.9(stat.) ± 1.1(syst.)) nb. Extrapolating
to HERA energies, a cross section o,(e +p-+ e+
J/0Idiff. +X) = 1.55 nb has been obtained in ref.
[6] . The cross section for the difiractive inelastic
JJ0 production (reaction r50ii) above) is estimated
to be a(e + p --+ e + (J%r + X) + p) = 0.35 nb.
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Finally, the resolved-photon and two-photon
production of J/0 (reactions (v)-(ix) above)
have been evaluated using the photon densities
of ref. [16] . In the estimates presented below a
cut on the transverse momentum of the J/0,
~i > 1 GeV, has been applied to render fi-
nite cross sections for some of these processes .
The rates are: o,(gg --+ J10g) = 0.09 nb, a(gg -+
Jlr-y) = 0.023 nb, c(J/OX- ; via X decays)
= 0.11 nb, a(,ry - X(,2 --~ J/'O + 7) _
0.001 nb, o,(J/r:f; b-=decsys) = 0.07 nb, and
a(J1O+cc) = 0.16 nb . Thcy mould be compared
with the corresponding inelastic J/r-production
cross section, +p -" J/OX; pi'P > 1 GeV) =
1.05 nb (3 .32 nb), obtained by using the Morfin-
Tung parametrization B3(B2) . Summing up the
contributions ofall these processes, the inclusive
J/-0 cross section at HERA is estimated to be :

a(ep --* Jl rX) = 0(20) nb.

	

(17)

This rate would slow to undertake quantita-
tive studies of the various competing processes
in J/r-leptoproduction at HERA.
We now briefly review the determination of xg

in the process ep --+ J/rX. The photon-parton
CM energy s for e -f- p --, J/OX events can be
determined via the relation

L + (1- z)T~J
l

	

+
zs2

	

(8)z(1 - z)

where

	

s2 is the invariant mass of the partonic
final state excluding the J/0. With Q2 and 82

set to 0, the determination of xg requires the
measurement of p.L"', z, and y. The partonic
CM energy can be well measured via the lep-
tonic decay J14- -* r+ï- , with pjL (1+1') _

	

,
and z(1+1- ) = z(Jlr) . The energy fraction car-
ried by the photon y is reconstructed using the
Jacquet-Blondel method

grec =

E (B+PL)h
h 2Ee

(19)
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Fig. 3 . The gluon density = 9G(rg , ps) reconstructed
from the Monte Carlo simulation of the inelastic Jl%b
electroproduction at HERA, using the Morfm-Tang

etrisations. The statissical error corresponds to an
integrated luminosity of 50 pb-a Ior set Bi and 20 pb-1
for set B2 . The o represent the recent NMC data (from
ret [6] .

where the suns runs over all the particles in the
calorimeter except the scattered electron . The
scaled J/0 energy, z, can be determined in terms
of yrec

(20)

The study in ref. [6] shows that aQ can be mea-
sured in the ranges x 10-4 < a9 < 1 x 10-i
at < A2 '>= s with about 10¬io accuracy at the
statistical level assuming an integrated luminos-
ity of 20 -1. Thus, already the first genera-
tion experiments at HERA would be able to dis-
criminate among the various gluon densities. For
the previous e cample of the sets Bi and B2 -of
Morfin-rung pa.rametrizations this can be seen
in Fig. 3. However, we emphasise that extract-
ing the gluon density from the J/0 data would
require a firmer theoretical framework than what
is currently available.

3.3. Rase D-meson decays

The possibility ofobserving the decays D° -+

t.&+iL- , e+e- , Oe:F at HERA has been stud-
ied by Egli et al. [4]. Note that the last of the

decays, being lepton flavour violating, is not al-
lowed in the Standard Model. IfSM provides the
dominant contribution to the FCNC processes,

then the anticipated branching ratios BR(DO -"
u+p&) ` 10-19 and BR(D° -+ e+e- ) , 10-a4

are unreachable at HERA-and for that matter
anywhere else . However, these branching ratios
could be dramatically enhanced if new physics
effects are present, such as leptoquarks in the
TeV mass-range, causing the decays D --+ 1112
at a measurable rate . In the MC simulation un-
dertaken in ref. [4], the D°-tagging technique
discussed earlier, D° -+ D°'r with the subse-
quent decay DO -+ lilt, has been used to es-
timate the sensitivity to the leptonic branch-
ing ratio of Do. With c(ep --" ccX) ^_r 0.5 jub
and an integrated luminosity of 100 pb-1 , a sen-
sitivity of 1.5 x 10-g, 5 x 10-7 and 1 x 10-e,
for BR(DO --+ Is+p), BR(DO ---+ e+e- ) and
BR(DO -+ la+e- ), respectively, can be reached
at HERA. This is one to two orders ofmagnitude
better than the present experimental limits [40] .
Likewise, the sensitivity in the FCNC semilep-
tonic decays Do --+ (Ko, 70, po)1+1- and D+ --+
(K+, lr+ , p+)1+1-, which at present is typically
(1 - 2) x 10-3, could be substantially improved
at HERA. The sensitivity to such semileptonic
decays, as well as, D® - .50 mixing and dou-
bly Cabibbo suppressed decays .1 o -.+ K+7._

depends crucially on the ability to measure the
charges of the K:~, 7r*, etc.

In summary, there is a good case for HERA
in doing consolidation work in charm physics
(charmed hadrons and J/,0 production cross sec-
tions, gluon density meassurcments) . Also, im-
pravnd sensitivity in rare ch,iirii!d ha roa decays



is expected.

4. B-Physics at HERA

The energy-momentum profile of B-hadrons
and their decay products at HERA , as well
as the photopr uction background, have been
worked out in ref. [1J. We shall assume that
the background for B-physics at HERA is man-
ageable and discuss briefly the physics that one
could study with 0(10'5) B-events per 100 pb-1
at HERA.

4.1 . Prospects of detecting the mesons 2, and
B, and the beauty baryons at HERA

A number of higher mass beauty adrons,
both mesons and baryons, remains to be dis-
covered. In the mesonic sector there are two
which deserve special attention, namely B, and
B, Their masses have been estimated to lie
in the range M(B.) = 5345 - 5388 MeV and
M(Be) = 6194 - 6292 MeV, while their spin-
1 partners are expected to have the masses
M(B:) = 5410±10 MeV and M(B,) = 6340±20
MeV [37-391. Since the anticipated mass differ-
ence M(1- ) -- M(0- ) = 50(80) MeV for the
B, (B,,) mesons is smaller than the pion mass, the
heavier 1--mesons will decay to the lighter 0-'-
mesons radiatively. For the B,-meson, the cross
section at HERA can be estimated assuming a
value for P� the probability of the fragmenta-
tion b --+ B,X. With P, = 15%, one obtains:

c(e+p, B. +X) =

2 P, c(e + p --" bb + X) = O(2 nb).

This would yield some 200,000 B,/B, mesons
per 100 pb-1 . The dominant semileptonic de-
cays, Vii, --+ (D; , D; +) I-vl and non-leptonic
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decays B,

	

and B, --.
D, +D, -, D, +D,-, . . . are measurable at HE
The branching ratios for the B,-decays in agood
nuanber ofmodes can be estimated from the cor-
responding known decays and branching ratios
for the Bd-mesons. Using this analogy, the in-
clusive semileptonic branching ratio for B, --+
D, +X+I -}- v` should be 0(10%), for I = e, ;c,
each . Assuming a detection efficiency of 10% for
the D, meson by summing over the known decay
modes, one gets a cross sdction of 0(40 pb) for
the tagged B, semileptonic decays at HERA. For
the determination ofthe B,---nass anon-leptonic
decay is needed. The decay mode B, -+ J/Oq5
should have a branching ratio comparable to
the decay mode Bd -+ J/OK*, which is put at
(3.7 ± 1.3) x 10-s in the PDG tables [40] . With
14% branching ratio for J/0 --+ V- 1- , one gets
a(e -}- p -~ B.X -4 J/0 q6 --, 1+1-0) = 0(1

	

),
providing 0(100) tagged B,-mesons in the indi-
cated decay mode. Thus, experiments at HE
(likewise LEP) should be able to determine the
mass and decay characteristics of the yet undis-
covered B, meson.
Next, we discuss the more massive and less co-

pious B,,-mesons with characteristic decay sigûa-
tures B.+ -" Jlof+ve (semileptonic) and BC -+
J/,OD;+, J/op+ etc. (nonleptonic). Tile cross
sections for B, production at HERA and LEP
aTe botlw snns .11 and model dependent. The quan-
titity F(B.) defined ac :

F(B6 ) - 7̀(B` X) + c(Bj X)

	

(21)
c(bbx)

has been estimated by Lusignoli et al . to be
F(B,) = (10±0.2) x 10-$ and (1.0±0.2) x 10-3
for HERA and LEP, respectively [41) . This gives
a cross section ar(e -1- p --+ BMX) = 0(10 ),
yielding 0(10$) B. mesons per 100 b-1 at

HERA. The cleanest experimental signature for
the B,-meson is through the semileptonic de-
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cay Bc -* J/0

	

ve, with the subsequent decay
J/

	

-1,

	

1-, giving rise to three charged lep-
tons in a jet with a branching ratio around 1%
[4i] . With this cross section for the B,-meson,
one expects 0(10) three-lepton states in a jet for
an integrated luminosity of 100

	

-1 at HERA.
This

	

the B.-signal. However, mea-
suring its mass would require the detection in a
non-leptonic mode, which may or may not be ac-
cessible with 0(108) B-decays at HERA. Since
heavy quarks in ep collisions are dominantly pro-
duced with low energy, the probability of the
fusion be --> B, +X at HERA in the process
e +p--~ cc -!- bb +X may not be as suppressed as
the above estimates of F(B,,) indicate . A more
reliable calculation is needed here.

Concerning b-baryons, there exist indications
in the UA1 data [42] for the presence of the light-
est of them, Ab, which has been reconstructed in
the exclusive decay mode Ab -i J/tPA, with the
?nass m(Ab) = (5640 f 50 f 30) MeV and the
product branching ratio

PA,Br(Ab -; J/0A) -- (1.8 ± 1.0) X 10-3 .

	

(~~)

Likewise, the ALEPH collaboration has mea-
sured the yields of both At- and AL+ combina-
tions in Z°-decays, and posted aproduct branch-
ing ratio [43] :

PA,Br(Ab -~ A I-ve)Br(A, --+ AX) =

[0.95 f 0.22(stat .) ± 0.21(syst .)]%

This ; o n using ~A& = 0.1 and Br(A, --# AX) =
0.27 }- 0.09 from the PDG tables [40], gives
Br(Ab -+ A,1-0L) = 0(30%). Measurements
along these lines are also feasible at HERA,
given that 0(105) b-baryons will be produced per
100 pb-1 luminosity.
The b-baryon spectrum is very rich . Apart

from the isocinglet Ab = u_db, which we have
just discussed, there are yhe isotriplet b-baryons
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Eb = uub, Eb = udb, Eb = ddb, the strange
b-baryons vb = usb, "b = dsb, and the S =
-2,B = -1 baryon SZg = ssb. There are yet
other (and heavier) b-baryons, with charmed
quark(s), and double and triple beauty quarks.
All of thejn await discovery! We note parenthet-
ically that the Eb and Eb baryons (the lowest
spin-3/2 state of a b-quark consisting of a b-
quark and two non-strange light quarks) are ex-
pected to be heavy enough to allow them to de-
cay into Ab -I- n. They should be looked for in
the experiments where Ab's are seen . There exist
predictions for the mass splitting based on quark
models . A typical range for the mass difference
M(Eb) - M(Ab) is between 180 and 210 MeV
[37] . The mass difference between Eb and Eb is
expected to be: Id(E6) - M(Eb) = 20 MeV.

4.2 . Prospects of measuring the mixing
parameter X, and the mass difference

= (AM/T), at HERA

A number of experiments in e+e- -annihilation
and pp collisions has measured the mixing pa-
rameter X characterizing mass mixing in the neu-
tral B-meson sector. The present world average
is X = 0.148 f 0.018, based on the UA1, CDF,
and LEP experiments [44], where the quantity X
is defined as X = PdXd+P,Xs, with Xd(Xs) being
the mixing parameter in the Bd - Bâ (B° - B°)
sector and Pd(P,) the production probability for
the Bd(B,) meson. With Xd = 0.155±0.031 from
the e iLGUS and CLEO data [44], a model de-
pendert determination of X, is possible . For ex-
ample, using Pd = 0.375 and P, = 0.15 one gets
X, = 0.60 ± 0.14 to be compared with the SN1
expectations, X, = 0.5 .

In the HERA study [1], the statistical accuracy
attainable for AX/X, has been estimated to be 7%
with an integrated luminosity of 200 pb-1 using
the dilepton modes e+:p -~ b+b+X -~ ltl:~ +X



and e -I- p --, b + b+X -, if IT -I- X . Flavour cor-
relations are important in disentangling X, and
Xd in continuum b-production experiments and
we refei- to [46] for a detailed discussion on this
point.
The ratio involving the mass difference and

lifetime for the B° - B° system, a. = (Am),, is
an important quantity to calibrate the strength
of the JABI = 2, AQ = 0 transitions . Since
.Td, the mixing ratio for the Bâ - Bâ system,
is known, a measurement of x, could be reli-
ably used to determine the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix element ratio lVt,/Vtdl
via the relation ~ = IyI

Z
(1 + A) [45], where

A ti O(SU(3) breaking) 0.2 - 0.3 . The above
measurement can be combined with the unitar-
ity constraint IVt, ( = IVbc I = 0.045 to provide
a good determination of the (otherwise difficult
to measure) CKM matrix element, Vtd . Present
CKM phenomenology gives z, ^= 15 [46] . Such a
large va!:ae will make it mandatory to undertake
time-dependent measurements to determine z, .
A case to case study of various experimental fa-
cilities in carrying out z,-measurement has been
done in [461 . where also the HERA case is dis-
cussed . One estimates that for a proper time res-
olution et/r < 0.1 and the B,-tagging efficiency
of 0(10-3) at least 0(107) B hadrons will be
required to measure z, < 10 . This, according to
the quoted b-quark cross section at HERA,would
require an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb-i -
a long term goal for HERA ep experiments.

4.3. Prospects of measuring rare B-decays at

HERA

Rare B decays also provide fertile grounds for
testing the Standard Model in flavour chang-
ing neutral current (FCNC) processes . Since the
short distance contributions are dominated by
the top quark, rare B-decays provide an alter-
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native means to bound the top quark mass and
constrain the CKM matrix elements Vtd, Vt� and
Vtb . In this context, radiative decay of the b-
quark b -+ s -I- y have received special atten-
tion, for which one obtains an inclusive branch-
ing ratio Br(b -o s -f- y) = (3 - 4) x 10-4 for
the top quark mass in the range 100 - 200 GeV
[47] . Theoretical estimates for B --~ K* -!- y are
lc!-!s certain, with the predictions dispersed over
an order of magnitude giving a range Br(1B --,
K* + ,y) = (1.5 - 15) x 10-5 . The present most
stringent (though still preliminary) experimental
uppe :: limit on an exclusive radiative B-de,:ay is :
Br(B -+ K* -I- -f) < 0.92 x 10-4 (90 % C.L.)
[48] . It is important to measure the decay rate
B --+ X,+y inclusively (here X, denotes hadrons
with total strangeness S=-1), for example via the
inclusive photon energy spectrum as has been
advocated in ref. [49] . Theoretical uncertainties
in this case are expected to be relatively small
though from an experimental point of view such
measurements are quite challenging.

In Fig. 4, we show the inclusive photon en-
ergy spectrum in the process B -+ X, +y, which
is based on a QCD-corrected effective Hamilto-
nian and a simple model for the wave function
of the B-hadron . The photon spectrum peaks
around ^= 2.55 GeV in the rest frame of the
B-meson, though in the model being used the
shape is somewhat dependent on pp = O(A),
which represents the average momentum. of the
b-quark inside the B-hadron . The principal back-
ground from the charged current b-decays has
also been estimated and shown in Fig. 4. This
background., though large in overall rate, is below
the 13 --+ X, + ,y signal beyond E.y > 2.0 GeV.
Thus, a good signal fog the inclusive radiative
rare B-decays at HERA is to search for energetic
photons with (E.y) 1 > 2 .0 GeV (measured w.r .t .
the bjet axis), recoiling against the hadron(s)
X� with the yX, hwring the B-invariant mass.
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Fig. 4. Inclusive photon energy spectrum for the process
B -+ X,+,r usingperturbativeQCDanda B-meson wave
function model described in the teat, with the parame-
ter pp set to 0.3 GeV and three representative values of
the top quark .mass, as indicated. The dashed curve cor-
responds to the photon energy spectrum from the back-
ground process B -+ Xc + -y (from ret [47]).

With 0(108) L-hadrons, and afunctional micro-
vertex detector which could be used to suppress
the large photoproduction background, the Y-
spectrum from the rare B-decays may indeed be
reconstructed at HERA.

Likewise, B-decays involving a charged dilep-
ton pair, B --+ X, +1+1- , provide precision tests
of the Standard Model. The SM estimates for
the short-distance (7nt-dominated) contributions
are: Br((Bd, B~) --+ X, + ji+ju-) = 7.0 x 10-8
and Br((Bd, B1) --+ X, + e+e- ) = 1 .2 x 10-5 ,
for 7rtt = 150 GeV [47] . Based on model cal-
culations, one expects that the low lying states
such as (K, K°, K**, . .) will contribute a signifi-
cant fraction to the inclusive rare decays involv-
h:g dileptons [47] .

Even more interesting fiom a theoretical point
of view are the CK -suppressed !adiative de-
cays, B --+ Xd + -y (likewise P ---p p + 7, ...),
as well as the FCNC semileptonic decays B -~
Xd + (1+1- ) (likewise B --+ (a, N, Ai, ...)(eI-)),
since they measure the CKM matrix element

1Yd1 . A branching ratio of (1- 2) x 10-s for the
inclusive decay B -~ Xd +,y, and (1- 2) x 10-8
for the exclusive decay B -+ p+ -t have been es-
timated in ref. [49] . These rates would be very
challenging to measure in HERA ep collisions.
The branching ratios for a number of CKM-
allowed rare B-decays, estimated in the Standard
Model, together with the present experimental
limits are given in [47] .

Summarizing the discussion on rare B-decays,
we note that they can be searched for more
successfully in a high luminosity experiment at
T(4S) and in high energy hadronic collisions
such as at the Fermilab pP collider, or perhaps in
a fixed target experiment using the HERA pro-
ton beam. Since the present experimental limits
on rare B-decays are already very stringent, the
sensitivity in the ep mode at HERA is limited to
the CKM-allowed decays like B -} X, + 1y and
B -> X, + l+1- , if 0(107) B-decays could be
analyzed . Searches for rare B decays would cer-
tainly be an additional motivation for the: high
luminosity version ofHERA (ep) . Likewise, there
is agood physics case for a fixed target dedicated
B-experiment at HERA provided it is technically
fessible .
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